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"A.D. by Richard Dolan and Bryce Zabel is an important attempt to prepare us for what will one day

be inevitable: an open understanding that we are not alone. Not in this universe, and not even on

Planet Earth."--Edgar Mitchell, Sc.D, Apollo 14 Astronaut"I've imagined this future many times, but

these guys actually wrote the book on it! Zabel and Dolan have brilliantly created a compelling blend

of history and informed speculation that makes their exciting world seem like tomorrow's news

today. Don't dare miss it! 'Nuff said."--Stan Lee, creator of Spiderman, X-Men, Avengers"What if the

UFO cover-up is real and what if it ended? After Disclosure poses this fascinating question and

looks at the societal consequences of such a revelation. Richard Dolan and Bryce Zabel have

produced a thoughtful and provocative analysis that goes well beyond the usual scope of books on

UFOs and alien life."--Nick Pope, former chief of UK Ministry of Defence UFO Desk"You may not

have ever considered what life will be like after the reality of UFOs becomes publicly known. But

Richard M. Dolan and Bryce Zabel have. Their book is absorbing and thought provoking. Don't miss

it."--Jim Marrs,Â New York TimesÂ best-selling author ofÂ Crossfire"Considering the overwhelming

evidence that Earth is being visited by alien spacecraft and that many intelligence agencies and

military groups have known this to be true for some time, we certainly need to consider the serious

question of what happens when Disclosure actually occurs. This book by Zabel and Dolan is the

first in-depth attempt to answer that question. It is long overdue and sets a high standard of

discussion about this very complex issue. Well worth reading."--Stanton T. Friedman, MSc., nuclear

physicist, author ofÂ Top Secret/Majic, Science Was Wrong"As a physician, researcher, and

creative writer, I stand on the shoulders of others to see and climb the next mountain. A.D. After

Disclosure is a brilliant, enjoyable primer that holds a feast of ideas that will make any audience

think and wonder. This work offers a place to stand where others may take up the challenge and

travel to places none of us could conceive. Richard and Bryce have performed a great service both

to our culture and that of the 'Others.'"--Dr. Jeffrey Galpin, infectious disease specialist, molecular

biologist, AIDS researcher"Disclosure, the formal acknowledgment by the world's governments of

an extraterrestrial presence engaging the human race, is inevitable. So was this how-to book on

what to do when a new world begins."--Stephen Bassett, executive director, Paradigm Research

GroupWhat if UFO secrecy ended tomorrow? The transition from B.C. (Before Confirmation) to A.D.

(After Disclosure) is the ultimate "what if?" scenario in which the calendar is reset and history begins

again.This work of speculative non-fiction combines meticulous fact-finding from

historian/researcher Richard M. Dolan and forward-leaning scenarios from journalist/screenwriter

Bryce Zabel on the world's most mind-bending subject. The authors predict radical changes after



official acknowledgment that at least some UFOs are intelligently controlled craft from somewhere

other than Earth. A.D. After Disclosure isn't afraid to make mind-blowing, specific predictions, such

as:Congress will hold Watergate-style hearings and ask secret-keepers, "What did you know and

when did you know it?"The first decade A.D. (After Disclosure) will be like a high-tech 1960s,

spawning massive cultural and societal change.Abductees will file a class-action suit against the

government for withholding critical information.All the textbooks on planet Earth--from history to

science--will need an immediate review.Whether disclosure leads to social panic or ushers in a new

era of unity and peace, it will undoubtedly be a game-changing event.
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An interesting speculation on the question of what will happen to our civilization after 'Disclosure'

happens - that is - after it is openly acknowledged by our civil authorities, our governments, our

media and military leaders that there is an ongoing presence on this planet comprising

extraterrestrial beings of unknown origin. To wit, what will happen after the President of the United

States announces to the world (probably on a Friday evening just after the Markets have closed)

that some UFOs are alien spacecraft and that the US Government has been hiding the truth for (to

date) nearly 7 decades.The book is well thought out, well researched and is in my view a noble

attempt to predict the unpredictable - an event which will be the greatest 'Black Swan' in the

(known) history of the world.Richard Dolan, a historian who studied at Oxford and who was a finalist

for a Rhodes scholarship, is well known to those interested in the UFO phenomenon. His two

groundbreaking volumes 'UFOs and the National Security State' have exhaustively chronicled the



undeniable reality of the UFO phenomenon and the 'Cosmic Watergate' cover-up that has remained

in place since 1947. Bryce Zabel is a former investigative journalist and Hollywood writer and

producer who, amongst other shows, wrote and produced the NBC miniseries 'Dark Skies' - a

fictionalized (and highly entertaining) account of the events that transpired in the years following the

Roswell crash.If you are looking for the one book to read which chronicles and summarizes the

overwhelming evidence demonstrating the reality of some UFOs as ASCs (alien spacecraft) - this is

not it. That book might be either one of Mr.

Well, it's been a long 50 years since the Air Force's disappointing response to UFOs in project Blue

Book was published. And ten authors have shown that the Giza pyramids and the Sphinx are over

12,000 years old and built by extra-terrestrials. Half the population believes that UFOs are manned

by alien beings. And finally, the Drake equation concerning the probability that there are 100 million

intelligent civilizations in this galaxy is taking real meaning for humans. Why aren't they here?

Because we have been ignoring all the massive amounts of evidence that they are. Uh oh, what

does that mean for the future.But, we have a real problem switching technologies from burning

crude oil products and using only Tesla's early electric field generators to using zero point energy

generators and propelling our vehicles with gravity drive engines. History shows us that rapid

change has doomed most empires. The Chinese turned away from the challenge of foreign trade

and were caught unaware by the British and subjugated for a hundred years. England was

successfully raided by Vikings in the 800s and York became a Viking town. India was invaded and

ruled for over 200 years by the British invaders until a political genius figured how to recover from

that disruption of culture and nationality.So, here we are, slowly getting poisoned by the use of

numerous oil products and wondering when it's going to run out enough so we are forced to stop.

We need someone to suggest how to provide a soft landing from the mess that we have created

and limit the expected disruption around the world when ET's are acknowledged by our

governments.Well, this book provides such a scenario.
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